


Our target is to provide
the best service
in the world.

The highest Italian workers and the most effective organization combine 
with productive creativity to allow customers to realize their dream.
Not “a partnership” but il Partner”, able to always guarantee the result,
in every aspect of the project, independetly of dimensions and complexity.

We feed on the customer’s ambition.
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Contemporary Renaissance.

Our cultural roots lie in the artistic heritage of painters, sculptors, architects and in the skill of the 
craftsmen who made the Italian Renaissance flourish.

The same competence and mastery - endorsed by modern technologies - we now make available 
to those who aspire to experience the aura of absolute exclusivity of a new Contemporary 
Renaissance.

In the harmony of the gesture
the synthesis of perfection.
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The warmth of tradition.

Wood is life
and its palpitation is grasped
in all our achievement.

Creativity, planning and executive skills of the craftsmen.
Selection of the finest woods, color combinations, inlays, gold leaf work, cabinet making.
The perfection of the combinations, the absence of continuity solutions, the smooth sliding of the 
surfaces express the care that we put in every phase of the realization process.

The maniacal attention emerges in every detail and in the overall unity that results from it.
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The stone tells the story of the world.

Its heavy hardness
becomes light drape.

From every corner of the globe we select the most precious varieties,
working it to enhance its characteristics.
Floors, walls, columns and sculptures will collect history
of those who wanted to surround themselves.
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We renew the Florentine tradition
of decorative excellence.

Our cultural roots sink in the artistic heritage of painters, sculptors, architects,
and in the skill of the craftsmen and artisans who flourished
the Italian Renaissance.

From Medici’s villas to Domus Operandi.
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Monte Carlo
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The aesthetics of well-being.

The ancient Roman baths, Italy “garden of Europe”,
testify to a millenary culture that intends the exteriors
not only as the splendid setting that embellishes the most sumptuous residences,
but also as the privileged place dedicated to well-being.
Domus Operandi, witness of this culture, designs and realizes real sensorial paths,
where plants, hedges, water games, pools and spa
welcome the body and free the mind.

An enchantment
of essences and transparencies.
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Precious oneiric expression.

We avail ourselves of the expertise of the Venetian master glassmakers.
An art that borders on alchemy, the magic of transparent chromatics for unique windows,
as unique are the chandeliers, sconces, ceiling lights and all the other creations
that arise from the magic of glass.
Fully achievable according to the specifications and wishes of our customers.

Murano’s art.
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Precious textures and warps for furniture
and exclusive furnishing accessories.

Venice, Como, Prato.
Centuries of history support our ability to package furnishings
with precious coatings; make tapestries or curtains; pillows and upholstery;
tablecloths and blankets.
The highest quality of the Italian textile industry, the creativity of designers,
the artisan skills of upholsterers and carpenters are the ingredients of the furnishings
that Domus Operandi realizes for his client.

Italy of fabrics.
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“The details are not the details.
They make the product”.

(Charles Eames)

The seed of the final success
lies in every “millimeter”.

We pursue perfection in every detail, however majestic the work may be.
The project is a synthesis of the expression of desires and the elaboration
of the symbiosis between them.
There is a way to make this symbiosis effective:

“Being able to customize every element of desire”.
We succeed, thanks to the excellence of our workers,
to make each element unique, generating a unique set.
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The magic turned into reality.

Each intervention is redesigned in an executive key by the specific departments of competence to 
guarantee production control and correspondence, but above all not to betray the magic of your 
expectations.
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References

Hospitality

Hotel Marriot Berri Parigi
Private medical clinic Kleber Parigi
Night club Black Pearl Cannes
Le Marquis Foubourg St. Honorè Parigi
JK Roma
JK Firenze
JK Capri Napoli
Portrait Suite Roma
Portrait Suite Firenze
Palazzo Vecchietti Firenze
Hotel Villa Medici Firenze
Hotel Calzaiuoli Firenze
Hotel Lungarno Firenze
Hotel de la Ville Firenze
Grand Hotel Adriatico Firenze
Grand Hotel Minerva Firenze
Lungarno Suite Firenze
Hotel Loggiato dei Serviti Firenze
Hotel Berchielli Firenze
Hotel Albion Firenze 
Hotel Minerva Montecatini Terme
Hotel Paggeria Medicea  Artimino
Residence il Borgo di Artimino - Artimino
Hotel il Borgo di Villa Castelletti - Firenze
Toscana Resort Castelfalfi Firenze
Tuscan Riding Center Firenze
Golf Club Le Pavoniere Prato
Palazzo Siri Roma

Historical/Cultural

Corridoio Vasariano Uffizi Firenze
Opificio Pietre Dure Firenze
Accademia dei Ponti Firenze
Railway station S.Maria Novella Firenze
Theater Giotto Vicchio di M.llo Firenze
Theater Corsini Barberino di M.llo Firenze
Theater Studio Scandicci  Firenze
Church Avventista Firenze
Church S.Angelo Signa Firenze
Church S.Lorenzo a Montegufoni Firenze
Palace Naldini del Riccio Firenze

Show room

Beltrami New York
Nest Casa  Miami
Boutique Palazzo Krasnodar
Vennari Gioielli Krasnodar
Tiffany Firenze
Valentino Firenze
Bang &Olufsen Empoli Firenze
Beltrami Firenze
Vennari Gioielli Firenze
Flawless jewelry Design Empoli Firenze
Illum Firenze
Contesta Rock Hair Firenze
Silvano Grifoni Firenze

Commercial/Directional

Menarini Farmaceutica Firenze
Aiport A. Vespucci Firenze
Editorial Office  F.S. Firenze
Bank di risparmio p.zza Libertà Firenze
Bank di risparmio p.zza Puccini Firenze
Bank Toscana Ponte a Ema Firenze
Bank Toscana via Pistoiese Firenze
Executive office bank BCC Toscana Firenze

Private residences

Villa Huth Berlino
Carl Fisher Estate Miami
Villa Dolce Mia Cap de Antibes
Villa Wroclaw 
Apartment Kiev 
Villa Mosca
Villa San Pietroburgo
Apartment Monte Carlo
Villa Roquebrune - Cap Martin
Villa Sesta - Siena
Villa La Selva Arezzo
Villa Beatrice Prato
Viilla Castelletti Signa - Firenze
Villa Cassola Saltino - Firenze
Villino Ranieri Empoli - Firenze
Villa Celincordia Cesena
Villa Forte dei Marmi
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No limits except the imagination.

Domus Operandi asks his client to dream.
In the dream the imagination stands out very high flights:
those are the targets we set ourselves.

We feed on your ambition.
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Firenze - Italia
+39 055 8798340
info@domusoperandi.it
www.domusoperandi.it
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